
K4 (Kanya Kumari Kalai Koodam) 

K4 was an initiative of CCD(The Covenant Centre forDevelopment,Madurai, 
Tamilnadu) in Kanyakumari since 2007. 
Conceived  as  a  Community  Enterprise  focusing  on  Art  and  Craft  for 
expression  of  grassroots  creativity  and  livelihood  opportunity  for 
artisans.From  2009  the  group  has  become  an  independent  entity  and  is 
working towards becoming a suntainable enterprise.

 K4 leads the way in the following manner:
● Serving as an institutional front of artisans/craftspersons.
 Providing a platform for artists and artisans to come together and 

explore their hidden talent.
 Adding value to existing community practices through improvement in 

raw material use, processing methods, production techniques, creating 
new designs and innovative marketing strategy inter alia.

 Improvising  local  capacities  to  tap and retain  high  end market  for 
creatively value added products.

 Accruing  socio  economic  benefits  to  craftspersons  by  way  of 
augmented  income,  expanded  marketing  network,  enhanced 
recognition, solidarity etc.

 Raising awareness levels about and relevance of natural resources and 
traditional skills to meet functional as well as aesthetic demands of 
consumers.

 Conducting art and craft workshops, art appreciation programmes, do 
it yourself exercises etc. to reinforce holistic approach to living.

Palm leaves, Natural fibres like tali cot fiber (hand loom woven grass)   and 
Sea shell constitute the medium of expression as of now.K4 has developed a 
range products-functional,decorative,educational,toys,games,etc. 

It is mainly to help these women revive and nurture their traditional rural 
craft and help them for a sustainable livelihood.  Presently the number of 
artisans  that  K4  works  with  are  52  women(  palmyra  leaf  weavers)  in3 
villages..

Your support will indeed add to the process of connecting our urban life with 
rural life and nature.



Our contact:

K4-team

Mrs. Nikita R. Gandhi
167,'MANSAROVAR',AECS Layout, 
Sanjaynagar,Bangalore-560094.
maitree.niki@gmail.com
PH NO.9886161460

Mr. Senthil Raja
Sidhhi, 282, Kamarajar Nagar, 
Vetturnimadam, Nagercoil 629003
ccdkalaikoodam@gmail.com,   
PH NO. 919047543814

Our website: www.k4arts.org


